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From Universal Church to Nation-Churches
One of the most pregnant events for the future of Western education was the
disintegration of the Roman Catholic church and the formation of a number of
national churches. In 1400 the Catholic church was still the universal church of
Europe in fact as well as in name, despite the growth of the conciliar movement which
promulgated the theory that church government should be in the hands of a league of
national churches. By the beginning of the sixteenth century the Protestant Reforma-
tion had gained enough strength to weld a series of alliances between dissident
reformers and nationalizing rulers. These resulted in successful breakaway movements
in Germany, Switzerland, the Netherlands, England, and Scotland. Some of these
revolutions were relatively peaceful, others were particularly bloody. By the end of the
Thirty Years' War at the Treaty of Westphalia in 1648, the worst of the violence, if not
the passions, of religious warfare had subsided. The result in most of Western Europe
was the institution of a variety of state establishments of religion each determined that
education should be a major instrument of its politicoreligious policy. (See Figure 6.1)
Following Martin Luther's break with the Catholic church in 1520, Lutheranism
became ever more closely allied with the civil authority. This principle of alliance
between church and state was formally recognized at the Diet of Spires in 1526, when
rival Catholic and Lutheran rulers met to prevent further revolts of the peasants. In the
face of the common enemy the rulers decided to declare an armistice on religious
warfare, announcing that each ruler should decide for himself and for his subjects
which religion should be established in his state; a doctrine summed up in the words,
anus regio eius religio (whose rule, his religion). During the religious wars of the next
hundred years the right of the state to determine the religion of its subjects was
generally accepted; but the right of the individual person to choose his own religion
was not part of the bargain. The individual could legally be only a Catholic or a
Lutheran, this decision resting in the hands of his ruler.
At the end of the Thirty Years' War (1618 to 1648) Germany was exhausted,
and Protestantism triumphant in the states of northen Germany. The efforts of
Protestant rulers to break with the Roman church and the Holy Roman Empire were
crowned with success. At the Peace of Westphalia (1648) the foundations of the
present nation-states of Europe were laid, each state recognized to be completely
sovereign and no longer subject to the Empire. In the eyes of some historians the Peace
of Westphalia is one of the most important treaties ever signed. It put the seal upon
the nation-state as the principal political form of Western civilization.
Whereas Luther's reliance upon the state had resulted in the church virtually
becoming an arm of the state, John Calvin argued that the state should be considered
the political and civil arm of the church, to do its bidding and carry out its injunctions.
In ruling on behalf of God, Calvinist leaders asserted their right to exert strict control
over all the affairs of men, economic, political, and social as well as religious.
Education, of course, was one of the facets of institutional life to be included in this
range of control, Calvinists played key roles in the Bohemian revolt, the Huguenot
wars in France, the Dutch revolt against Philip of Spain, the Presbyterian revolt against

